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Outline

1 Convergence of 1964-68 ideas
Quarks + Higgs→ Standard Model of particle physics
CMB discovered→ Big Bang
Hagedorn Temperature TH, Statistical Bootstrap=initial singularity

2 QGP in the Universe, in laboratory
3 Antimatter disappears, neutrinos free-stream, (BBN) . . .
4 Evolution of matter components in the Universe
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1964: Quarks + Higgs→ Standard Model
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Hagedorn Temperature October 1964 in press:
Hagedorn Exponential Mass Spectrum 01/1965
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1965: Microwave Background Penzias and Wilson

Penzias and Wilson were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1978
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1966-1968: SBM Hot Big-Bang conventional wisdom

“We did NOT know what was there at the ‘Beginning’
how matter was created.”
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1965-7 – Hagedorn’s singular Statistical Bootstrap

accepted as ‘the’ initial singular hot Big-Bang theory

Boiling Primordial Matter Even though no one was present when the Uni-
verse was born, our current understanding of atomic, nuclear and elementary
particle physics, constrained by the assumption that the Laws of Nature are
unchanging, allows us to construct models with ever better and more accurate
descriptions of the beginning.. . . We would have never understood these things
if we had not advanced on Earth the fields of atomic and nuclear physics. To
understand the great, we must descend into the very small.
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Time travel forward 15 Years to 1980
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Quarks make pions (mesons); squeeze many together

In the early Universe the building blocks of baryons and mesons were
liberated: Universe was made from a new type of matter.
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Can we recreate Big-Bang in lab?

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions
Universe time scale 18 orders
of magnitude longer, hence
equilibrium of leptons &
photons
Baryon asymmetry six orders
of magnitude larger in
Laboratory, hence chemistry
different
Universe: dilution by scale
expansion, Laboratory
explosive expansion of a
fireball

=⇒ Theory connects RHI collision experiments to Universe
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What is special with Quark Gluon Plasma made in RHI collisons?

1 RECREATE THE EARLY UNIVERSE IN LABORATORY
Recreate and understand the high energy density conditions prevailing
in the Universe when matter formed from elementary degrees of
freedom (quarks, gluons) at about 20 µs after the Big-Bang.

2 PROBING OVER A ‘LARGE’ DISTANCE THE (DE)CONFINING
QUANTUM VACUUM STRUCTURE
The quantum vacuum determines prevailing form of matter and laws of
nature.

3 STUDY OF THE ORIGIN OF MASS OF MATTER
The confining vacuum is the origin of the dominant part of the mass of
matter.

4 PROBE ORIGIN OF FLAVOR
Normal matter made of first flavor family (d, u, e, [νe]). Strangeness-rich
quark-gluon plasma the sole laboratory environment filled with 2nd
family matter (s, c, [µ, νµ])).
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relativistic Heavy Ions Make QGP – Really?
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press.web.cern.ch/press-releases/2000/02/new-state-matter-created-cern
Preeminent signature: Strange antibaryon enhancement

About signatures of QGP discovery see discussion presented by P Koch, B Müller, J
Rafelski in the review “From Strangeness Enhancement to Quark-Gluon Plasma

Discovery” Int. J. of Modern Physics A 32 (2017) 1730024;
DOI: 10.1142/S0217751X17300241; and arXiv 1708.0811
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9AM, 18 April 2005; US – RHIC announces QGP
Press conference APS Spring Meeting

Preeminent feature: matter flow at quantum limit
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Current interest I: Explore QGP phase diagram

See e.g. Hagedorn Model of Critical Behavior: Comparison of
Lattice and SBM Calculations Ludwik Turko Hagedorn Blue
book pp 81-86 and arXiv:1502.03647
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Current interest II: Explore Hagedorn exponential hadron
mass spectrum

Slope for prescribed pre-exponential shape is the Hagedorn
Temperature: this is a way to determine critical properties of
deconfinement phase change. See e.g. The Legacy of Rolf Hagedorn:
Statistical Bootstrap and Ultimate Temperature Krzysztof Redlich,
and Helmut Satz Hagedorn Blue book pp 49-68 and arXiv:1501.07523
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My interest 1:
Cooking strange
quarks→ strange
antibaryons

APS car sticker from period
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My interest 2: The Universe evolution: today← Hagedorn

The Universe Composition in Single View

dark energy matter radiation ν, γ BBN+leptons hadrons
Different dominance eras: Temperature grows to right
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Objective: connect the hot Hagedorn Universe with present day

The contents of the Universe today
(fractions change ‘rapidly’ in expanding Universe)

1. Visible (baryonic) matter
(less 5% of total energy inventory)

2. Free-streaming matter
i.e particles that do not interact – have ‘frozen’ out:

photons: since T = 0.25eV (insignificant in inventory)
neutrinos: since T = 1.5–3.5 MeV (insignificant)
dark matter (25% in energy inventory)

1 Massive ColdDarkMatter from way before QGP hadronization
2 massless dark matter: darkness: maybe ‘needed’, origin precedes

neutrino decoupling

3. Dark energy = vacuum energy (70% of energy inventory)

darkness: quasi-massless particles influence early Universe dynamics
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Particle composition in thermal Universe

The chemistry of particle reactions in the Universe has three ‘chemical’
potentials needing to be constrained. There are also three physics
constraints Michael J. Fromerth, JR etal e-Print: astro-ph /0211346;
arXiv:1211.4297→ Acta Phys.Polon. B43 (2012), 2261

i. Electrical charge neutrality

nQ ≡
∑

Qi ni(µi,T) = 0,

Qi and ni charge and number density of species i.

ii. Net lepton number equals(?) net baryon number
B/L-asymmetry can hide in neutrino-antineutrino imbalance

iii. Prescribed value of entropy-per-baryon ≡ nB/nγ

σ

nB
≡

∑
i σi(µi,T)∑

i Bi ni(µi,T)
= 3.2 . . . 4.5× 1010

S/B ' 3–5×1010, results shown for 4.5× 1010
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Particle composition: balancing ‘chemical’ reactions

=⇒ Antimatter annihilates to below matter abundance before
T = 30 MeV, universe dominated by photons, neutrinos, leptons for
T < 30 MeV
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Mechanisms assuring hadrons in thermal equilibrium

The key doorway reaction to abundance (chemical) equilibrium of the fast
diluting hadron gas in Universe:

π0 ↔ γ + γ

The lifespan τπ0 = 8.4× 10−17 sec defines the strength of interaction which
beats the time constant of Hubble parameter of the epoch. Inga Kuznetsova
and JR, Phys. Rev. C82, 035203 (2010) and D78, 014027 (2008)
(arXiv:1002.0375 and 0803.1588).
Equilibrium abundance of π0 assures equilibrium of charged pions due to
charge exchange reactions; heavier mesons and thus nucleons, and nucleon
resonances follow:

π0 + π0 ↔ π+ + π−. ρ↔ π + π, ρ+ ω ↔ N + N̄, etc

The π0 remains always in chemical equilibrium All charged leptons always in
chemical equilibrium – with photons
Neutrinos freeze-out at T = O2-4MeV, more discussion follows
Photons freeze-out at T = 0.25 eV

But is the early Universe really made of hadrons?
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Free streaming matter not same as thermal matter

Free-streaming matter in the Universe: solution of kinetic equations with
decoupling boundary conditions at Tk (kinetic freeze-out).

ρ =
g

2π2

∫ ∞
0

(
m2 + p2

)1/2
p2dp

Υ−1e
√

p2/T2+m2/T2
k + 1

, P =
g

6π2

∫ ∞
0

(
m2 + p2

)−1/2
p4dp

Υ−1e
√

p2/T2+m2/T2
k + 1

,

n =
g

2π2

∫ ∞
0

p2dp

Υ−1e
√

p2/T2+m2/T2
k + 1

.

These differ from the corresponding expressions for an equilibrium
distribution by the replacement m→ mT(t)/Tk only in the exponential.
Only for massless photons free-streaming = thermal distributions (absence of
mass-energy scale). For CDM (cold dark matter) mCDM >> Tk; for neutrinos
mν << Tk.
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Distinct Composition Eras in the Universe

Composition of the Universe changes as function of T:
From Higgs freezing to freezing of QGP
QGP hadronization
Hadronic antimatter annihilation
Onset of neutrino free-streaming just before and when
e+e− annihilate; overlapping with begin of
Big-Bang nucleosynthesis within a remnant e+e− plasma
Radiation ‘Desert’(ν, γ)
emergence of free streaming dark matter
Photon Free-streaming (CMB) – Composition Cross-Point
emergence of Dark energy = vacuum energy
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Count of Degrees of Freedom

Distinct Composition Eras visible. Equation of state from lattice-QCD, and at high T

thermal-QCD must be used [1,2].
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[1] S. Borsanyi, Nucl. Phys. A904-905, 270c (2013)
[2] Mike Strickland (private communication of results and review of thermal SM).



Reheating

Once a family ‘i’ of particles decouples at a photon temperature of Ti, a
difference in its temperature from that of photons will build up during
subsequent reheating periods as other particles feed their entropy into
photons. This leads to a temperature ratio at Tγ < Ti of

R ≡ Ti/Tγ =
(

gS
∗(Tγ)

gS
∗(Ti)

)1/3

.

This determines the present day reheating ratio as a function of
decoupling temperature Ti throughout the Universe history.
Example: neutrinos colder compared to photons.
Reheating ‘hides’ early freezing particles: darkness
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Connecting Universe age to temperature
Friedmann−Lemaitre−Robertson−Walker (FRW) cosmology

Einstein Universe:

Gµν = Rµν −
(

R
2

+ Λ
)

gµν = 8πGNTµν ,

where Tµν = diag(ρ,−P,−P,−P), R = gµνRµν , and
• Homogeneous and • Isotropic metric

ds2 = gµνdxµdxν = dt2 − a2(t)
[

dr2

1− kr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2)
]
.

a(t) determines the distance between objects comoving in the
Universe frame. Skipping gµν → Rµν

Flat (k = 0) metric favored in the ΛCDM analysis, see e.g. Planck
Collaboration, Astron. Astrophys. 571, A16 (2014)
[arXiv:1303.5076] and arXiv:1502.01589 [astro-ph.CO]].
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Definitions: Hubble parameter H and deceleration parameter q:

H(t) ≡ ȧ
a

; q ≡ −aä
ȧ2 = − 1

H2
ä
a
,⇒ Ḣ = −H2(1 + q).

Two dynamically independent Einstein equations arise

8πGN

3
ρ =

ȧ2 + k
a2 = H2

(
1 +

k
ȧ2

)
,

4πGN

3
(ρ+ 3P) = − ä

a
= qH2.

solving both these equations for 8πGN/3→ we find for the deceleration
parameter:

q =
1
2

(
1 + 3

P
ρ

)(
1 +

k
ȧ2

)
; k = 0

In flat k = 0 Universe: ρ fixes H; with P also q fixed, and thus also Ḣ
fixed so also ρ̇ fixed, and therefore also for ρ = ρ(T(t)) and also Ṫ
fixed. Knowing the Universe composition in present era we can
integrate back IF we know what is the contents.
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Evolution Eras and Deceleration Parameter q

Using Einsteins equations solving for GN = GN

q ≡ − äa
ȧ2 =

1
2

(
1 + 3

P
ρ

)(
1 +

k
ȧ2

)
k = 0 favored

Radiation dominated universe: P = ρ/3 =⇒ q = 1.

Matter dominated universe: P� ρ =⇒ q = 1/2.

Dark energy (Λ) dominated universe: P = −ρ =⇒ q = −1.
Accelerating Universe
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‘Recent’ evolution

Evolution of temperature T and deceleration parameter q from
near/after BBN to the present day: time grows to right
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Long ago: Hadron and QGP Era

QGP era down to phase transition at T ≈ 150MeV. Energy density
dominated by photons, neutrinos, e±, µ± along with u, d, s quarks.
2 + 1-flavor lattice QCD equation of state used
u, d, s,G lattice energy density is matched by ideal gas of hadrons
to sub percent-level at T = 115MeV.
Hadrons included: pions, kaons, eta, rho, omega, nucleons, delta,
hyperons
Pressure between QGP/Hadrons is discontinuous (need mixed
phase) hard to notice discontinuity in q (slopes match). A first
study, better EOS can be used.
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From QGP across BBN

Temperature T and deceleration parameter q from QGP era until near BBN. Time
grows to right
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EW and QGP Eras

Temperature T and deceleration parameter q from Electro-Weak symmetric era to
near QGP hadronization. Time grows to right
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What is this all good for? A few examples

‘Darkness’ in the Universe enters laboratory experiments
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What is this all good for? A few examples

Time independence of natural constants
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What is this all good for? A few examples

Knowing neutrino microwave background – look for them
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What is this all good for? A few examples

Attempts to understand Universe bi-stability
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What is this all good for? A few examples

EOS with free-streaming massive neutrinos
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Summary

50 years ago particle production in pp reactions prompted introduction of
Hagedorn Temperature TH along with singular energy density – linked to
the Big-Bang;
By 1980 TH critical temperature at which vacuum ‘melts’, matter
surrounding us dissolves; This prompts CERN and BNL experimental
program to recreate pre-matter in laboratory.
Today: In laboratory: We explore the phase diagram of QGP; In
cosmology: we study the evolution of the Quark-Universe across many
domains to the present day.
We have detailed understanding how Hot Hagedorn Universe evolves
and the matter in Universe arises
Comprehensive view allows diverse consistency studies: we set limits
on variation of natural constants in early Universe, constrain any new
radiance (darkness); characterize cosmic microwave neutrinos. Interface
to vacuum bi-stability issue.
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